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How To Stay Energized In Spite of Your Hectic Schedule  
by Jamie Jackson Spannhake, Esq., C.H.H.C. 

You are billing a minimum of 45 hours a week, which means you are in the office for at least 55 hours 
each week. Add to that your daily commute, which is 45 minutes each way on a good day. Then add in 
the time to walk the dog or play with the cat, call your parents, e-mail your friends, have a drink with 
colleagues, drop off your laundry, and pick up your dry cleaning. You barely have time to eat, much less 
time to plan your meals to ensure they provide you with the energy you need to work long hours and 
remain focused and efficient. 

As an associate, life can be very busy and stressful as you build your career and face its never-ending 
demands and challenges. During law school, you acquired the knowledge necessary to succeed as a 
practicing attorney. You probably also acquired good time management skills. Now, in your place of 
employment, you are learning and honing the practical skills that you need. But, unfortunately, one of the 
most important skills you need to know to ensure your success was not taught in law school nor will your 
employer teach you. That is: how to quickly and efficiently maintain your health and energy so that you 
can sustain the stamina needed to practice law and still have a life outside work. 

Here are four quick health reminders requiring minimal additional time to help you stay healthy and 
energized. While you may be familiar with these tips, knowledge is not the same as practice. Use these 
reminders to help you quickly incorporate the following health tips into your daily work schedule.  

1. Drink More Water 

Joshua Rosenthal, founder of the Institute for Integrative Nutrition and author of Integrative Nutrition: The 
Future of Nutrition, includes as the first step of his Twelve Steps to Health, this simple advice: “drink more 
water.” Water is essential to all our bodily functions. We cannot live without water.  

So how much water should a person drink? Well, it really depends on the person. For example, a smaller 
person may need less than a larger person, and a person under more stress may need more than a 
person with less stress. Nonetheless, conventional wisdom is that the average person needs at least 
eight 8-ounce glasses a day. The simplest way to get a full 64 ounces on a daily basis is to buy two 32 
ounce bottles of water each morning, or get a 64 ounce refillable container, and make sure to drink all the 
contents every day during the morning and afternoon hours so as not to disturb your (much needed) 
sleep by getting up to go to the bathroom. If you do this everyday, then you will remain hydrated.  

Remember that hydration can come from other sources besides water, for example, other beverages, 
soup, and lettuce. According to The Future of Nutrition, as long as a beverage does not contain sugar or 
caffeine, it can be a source of hydration. And as a simple rule of thumb, if you consume caffeinated or 
sugary beverages, or alcohol, then you should increase your water consumption by two for every 
dehydrating beverage you consume. So, for example, if you have a cup of coffee in the morning, or a 
glass of wine with dinner, you should drink two extra glasses of water to counteract the dehydrating 
effects of the caffeine or alcohol.  

2. Limit the “cheap” source of energy: sugar 

Many people think of sugar as a quick source of energy, but it actually is more draining than sustaining. In 
her book Get the Sugar Out, Ann Louise Gittleman explains the problem with sugar: “Refined sugar acts 
more like a drug that our bodies need to detoxify rather than a nutrient-supplying food. Refined sugar is, 



 

in fact, nutrient-less.” In the process of refining sugar from a cane plant to white table sugar, all of the 
plant’s nutrients and fiber are stripped away. The harsh result of this refinement process, according to 
Gittleman, is that our bodies actually have to use their own mineral reserves to digest the sugar. So, not 
only does the sugar not offer the body any nutrients or goodness, it takes away the nutrients and minerals 
that were present in the body before consuming the sugar; in other words, eating sugar creates deficiency 
in your body that is greater than eating nothing. Talk about a double-whammy!  

When you are under great amounts of stress, and in particular when you are not getting enough sleep 
because you are working such long hours, you need every bit of energy that you can find. Sugar may 
make you feel better for about an hour as your blood sugar spikes and causes hyperactivity and 
excitability, but ultimately, it will sabotage both your energy and your health, causing fatigue and 
exhaustion.  

So what to do, especially if you have a sweet tooth? Look out for refined sugars. It has many names, but 
most commonly is called sugar, sucrose, high fructose corn syrup, glucose, or fructose. These sugars are 
in almost all processed foods, including muffins, breads, cereal, fruit juices, tomato sauce, ketchup, salad 
dressing, cakes, cookies, desserts, and even canned vegetables. As an alternative, look for whole foods 
and natural sugar substitutes. Whole foods that can provide the sugar that you crave are fruits (dates are 
a really good one) and cooked sweet vegetables (e.g. sweet potatoes, yams, carrots, squash, and beets). 
The natural sweeteners you might want to try include raw honey, real maple syrup, molasses, stevia, 
agave nectar, brown rice syrup, and date sugar. 

3. A good daily multi-vitamin  

It would be nice if we all ate perfectly balanced meals that gave us all the nutrients that our bodies need. 
But let’s be real. You regularly only get five hours of sleep, and your typical lunch is eating deli food at 
your desk while you read cases for the research assignment that is due in three hours. You barely have 
time to think about food, much less about whether you are getting your recommended daily allowance of 
vitamins and minerals from your diet. 

The easiest and most time efficient way to handle this problem is to take a daily multi-vitamin that also 
contains the necessary minerals. I recommend that you go to your local health food store and buy a good 
one made for women or men, depending on your gender. Buy one that is food or plant based because 
vitamins and minerals that are food or plant based are derived from natural sources, rather than synthetic 
ones. Your body can more easily process the natural sources of vitamins and minerals and can better 
eliminate vitamins and minerals that you don’t need. When you take vitamins that are made from 
synthetic source materials, you are more likely to suffer from overdoses of certain vitamins, like vitamin A, 
that your body does not need and cannot adequately process. A good health food store will have a 
knowledgeable salesperson to help you choose the vitamin and mineral formula that is right for you. 

Put the bottle of vitamins on your desk and take the daily dosage right after lunch, which you inevitably 
ate at your desk. 

4. Get regular exercise 

Finding time for exercise might seem easier said than done for very busy associates who can barely find 
time to finish all their assignments, much less find time to go to the gym. But as Tom Monte states in his 
book The Complete Guide to Natural Healing: “The first thing you need to know about exercise is that a 
little bit goes a long way.” He states that any kind of aerobic exercise is very important because it 
“increases the amount of oxygen that flows to cells throughout the body.” This increased oxygen can 
improve health, both mental and physical, and aid in digestion, circulation, and respiration. 



 

While your ideal work schedule might provide enough time for a two-hour run through the park each day, 
or an hour every day lifting weights or taking yoga classes, you can nevertheless get regular exercise 
even when you have much less time.  

Be creative and think simply. Walk or bike to and from work. Take the stairs in your office rather than the 
elevator. If you drive to work, park in the farthest parking space and walk to the building from there. Get 
off the bus a few stops before the stop in front of your office. Get on the treadmill for a quick fifteen minute 
run if that’s all you have. Find a quick 30-minute “yoga at lunch” class. Go for a hike on the weekends 
instead of going to the movies (unless you are working on the weekend, which you very well may be). 
And every day, you can stand up in your office and take a stretch break or walk the halls on your floor for 
a few minutes during every hour.  

These quick tips are four easy ways to maintain the stamina you need to continue to bill 45 hours every 
week, month after month. The little extra time it takes to follow these easy steps are not billable, but they 
are worth  
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